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SUMMARY
Traditionally blind deconvolution makes the assumption that the spectrum of the reflectivity series is
white. Earlier we dropped that assumption and adopted the assumption that the output spike series is
sparse under a hyperbolic penalty function. This approach now allows us to take a step further and drop
the assumption of minimum phase. In this new method (what we called Bidirectional Sparse
Deconvolution), We solve explicitly for the maximum phase part of the source wavelet. This method is
simple in theory (a small modification on the old theory), easy to implement, robust to apply and requires
slightly more manual tuning. Results on both synthetic data and field data show clear improvements.
Especially the field data result demonstrated the potential of this method to uncover the subsurface
impedence directly from deconvolution output.
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Introduction 

Deconvolution has been one of the most well-known geophysical problems since 1960s. The classical 
(also the most popular by now) approach (Robinson and Treitel, 1967; Peacock and Treitel, 1969) 
involves calculating the auto-correlations of input traces and solving Yule-Walker equation. From a 
different perspective, the blind deconvolution problem can also be treated as a linear inverse problem in 
which an unknown filter is estimated to minimize the energy of the output signal (Claerbout and Fomel, 
2009). These two formulations are mathematically equivalent.  
 
The traditional method made two important assumptions: 1. The spectrum of the reflectivity series is 
white, in other words 100% randomness. 2. The source wavelet is minimum-phase. However these 
assumptions can easily be violated in practice. A large amount of literatures can be found trying to 
address the limitations caused by these assumptions: For example, sparse/spike deconvolution is 
proposed to replace the “white-spectrum” assumption with sparseness one(Debeye, et.al. 1990; Velis, 
2008); Porsani and Ursin(2000) suggested a way to apply deconvolution even if the wavelet is mixed-
phase. However the performances of these methods are very likely data-dependent, and the solution 
usually involves solving a highly non-linear problem in which a heuristic optimization algorithm is 
needed. This makes the characteristics of the non-linear problem less tangible and poses much difficulty 
on parameter tuning.  
 
In this paper, we try to lift the two assumptions at the same time while sticking to simple formulation. 
We first introduce the sparse-spike deconvolution using the hybrid norm solver (Claerbout, 2009) – a 
gradient-based and robust L1-type optimization solver. Then in order to deal with the mixed-phase 
wavelets, we modified the original linear inversion problem such that the maximum-phase part and the 
minimum-phase part of the wavelet can be inverted separately in an iterative and alternating manner. The 
only one extra adjustable parameter is the quantile of the threshold value to control the desired 
sparseness/spikiness in the hybrid norm solver (Claerbout, 2009), but we do not anticipate serious 
difficulties in practice, as this parameter is just a scalar value range from 0.0 to 1.0 and has a clear 
physical meaning. 

Theory 

Our original blind deconvolution can find only a minimum-phase wavelet which has the same spectrum 
of the true wavelet c. It can be defined as an inverse problem as follows:  

[d] fc = d ∗ fc = r,                (1)  
where [d] is the data convolution operator, and fc is the unknown filter. If L2 norm is applied on r as 
minimization target, it turns out to be the classical method proposed by Robinson and Treitel(1967). 
According to the theory, the residual r itself is the reflectivity model. While in our method, the hybrid 
norm (Li, etc. 2010) is applied on the residual term r to enforce the sparseness constraint. Such a method 
still requires the wavelet in the data to be minimum-phase because only a minimum-phase wavelet has a 
causal stable inverse. 
 
In this paper, we again rely on the hybrid norm solver to retrieve the sparse model, further more we use a 
slightly more complex formulation that avoids the minimum-phase wavelet constraint. We start by 
realizing that any (mixed-phase) wavelet C(Z) can be decomposed into a minimum-phase part A(Z) and 
a maximum-phase part B(1/Z) plus a certain time shift:  
C(Z) = A(Z)B(1/Z)Zk ,                   (2)  
where B(Z) is also a minimum-phase wavelet (therefore B(1/Z)Zk is a maximum-phase wavelet) and the 
exponent k is the order of B(Z). This Zk term makes the wavelet C(Z) causal. In the time domain, (2) can 
be written as  
c = a ∗ br ∗ δ(n − k),                   (3)  
where br  stands for the time reverse of series b, ∗ always indicates convolution in this paper.  
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The following bidirectional deconvolution formulation utilizes a pair of conventional deconvolutions, 
trying to invert the minimum-phase and maximum-phase components (a and b) separately:  
[(d ∗  fb

r) ] fa = (d ∗  fb
r)  ∗  fa = ra , 

[(d ∗  fa )r] fb = (d ∗  fa )r ∗ fb =  rb ,               (4)  
in which fa and fb are the filters that corresponds to the inverses of a and b denoted above, the superscript 
r means time-reverse. The operator in each equation is the convolution operator. Again the hybrid norm 
is applied to ra and rb , and the reflectivity model is simply ra plus a time shift. Notice that this is a non-
linear inversion, because the operator itself depends on the unknown fa and fb; in practice we have to 
solve these two inversions alternately and therefore iteratively.  
 
To understand the meaning of equation (4), let  
d = m ∗  c = m ∗  a ∗  br ∗  δ(n − k),               (5)  
where m is the reflectivity model and the δ term is just a time shift. Assume fa and fb are perfectly known 
in the operators (which is not true in reality), i.e.  
fa ∗  a = δ(n), fb ∗  b = δ(n).  
Substituting (5) into (4), since  
d ∗  fb

r = m ∗  δ(n − k) ∗  a,  (d ∗  fa )r = (m ∗  br ∗  δ(n − k))r = mr ∗  δ(n + k) ∗  b,         (6)      
we have  
[(m ∗  δ(n − k)) ∗  a] fa = ra ,  
[(mr ∗  δ(n + k)) ∗  b] fb = rb .                (7)  
From equation (7) it is easier to see what is behind the bidirectional deconvolution formulation (4): It 
tries to separate the two parts of the wavelet, turning each one into a traditional deconvolution problem in 
which the wavelet (a, b) is always minimum-phase.  
 
As with all non-linear estimation, iteration is required. Convergence is assured if the starting solution is 
close enough. We expect the traditional PEF for a and impulse function for b to be a pretty good first 
guess. The following section shows several examples (complexity varies from low to high) illustrating 
the effectiveness and limitations of the method. 

Synthetic Example 

To verify the bidirectional deconvolution’s ability to handle mixed-phase wavelets, we first set the input 
data to be a single wavelet, to see whether the data can be compressed to a single spike. We choose three 
types of wavelets as inputs:  

1. A minimum-phase wavelet created by inverting a conventional PEF from a field seismic data. 
2. A wavelet that deviates slightly from minimum-phase: it models a simple marine ghost – a low 

frequency function passing through a time derivative at the source and another at the receiver. 
The low frequency function chosen is the convolution of two one-sided triangles.  

3. A zero-phase wavelet created by convolving the minimum-phase with its own time-reverse 
wavelet. Such wavelet has identical a and b components, referred to as wavelet 3. This wavelet 
mimics the source signature of the sweep signal from vibroseises. 

 
Figure 1(a) 1(b), figure 1(c) 1(d) and figure 1(e) 1(f) show wavelets 1,2,3, and the results of 
deconvolution respectively. In all three cases, our bidirectional deconvolution method is able to compress 
the wavelet into a spike, while traditional deconvolution gives very poor result on wavelet 3. 
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Figure 1 (a) Input wavelet 1 and (b) its deconvolution result. (c) Input wavelet 2 and (d) its 
deconvolution result. (e) Input wavelet 3 and (f) its deconvolution result.  

Field Data Example 

The second example is a common-offset section of marine field data. Figure 2 shows the input data. 
Figure 3(a) shows the result using the conventional method. Figure 3(b) shows the result using the 
bidirectional deconvolution method. The raw data in Figure 2 shows strong events like a double ghost 
(black, white, black). The traditional PEF result in Figure 3(a) shows strong events like doublets (black, 
white). The bidirectional deconvolution result in Figure 3(b) shows strong events like singlets (white). 
Examining Figure 3(b) we notice events at about 1.70s(white), 1.85s(white), 1.95(mixed), 2.10s (black), 
2.35s(white), and 2.70s (black). The unipolarity of individual makes it easy for interpreters to observe 
how the impedences of the rocks change across the layer boundaries; it further suggests that a causal 
integration would produce the step functions we associate with impedence in a blocky model.  
 

 
Figure 2 (a) Input common offset marine field data. 
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Figure 3 (a) Given the common offset data in Figure 2, (a): reflectivity model retrieved from the original 
method; (b): reflectivity model retrieved from the bidirectional deconvolution method.  

Conclusions 

Using both synthetic and real data examples, we successfully demonstrated what we anticipated 
theoretically -- overcome the minimum phase assumption in sparse/spike blind deconvolution problem. 
Our process is non-linear, but we claim not extremely so. In essential, this method is a modification from 
the classical method. It is easy to implement, robust to use and does not require extra manual effort for 
parameter tuning. 
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